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The Corvium Platform and CONTROL-PROTM suite of applications provides the only unified workflow, 
analytics, and data management solution available today for food safety, quality, and sanitation.

TRUSTED WITH OVER 4 MILLION TESTS. 

INTEGRATE DATA FROM TESTING, LABS, 
LIMS AND DEVICES.

SUPPORT FOR ALL APPLICATIONS: EMP, 
PRODUCT TESTING AND SANITATION.

One platform to access and manage multiple testing workflows and analytics. 

Unify Food Safety Data on 
The Corvium Platform



Corvium CONTROL-PROTM Features
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Get away from spreadsheets and paper 
based methods. Manage the program 
with fully automated mapping, schedul-
ing and policy-driven corrective actions.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

Take the headaches out of EMP compliance activities and uncover real efficiency. Replace 
time-consuming, repetitive, error-prone food safety tasks with automated workflows, instant 
notifications and unparalleled insight.

PRODUCT TESTING

Automate the management of sample 
collection, labeling and tracking of 
product samples. Get alerted when 
diagnostic results are out of range or 
indicate contamination.

COMPLIANCE MONITORING

Get full visibility into conformance to 
the EMP, Product Testing and Sanita-
tion controls. Corvium’s platform 
ingests specific policies and SSOP’s 
and compares them to actual food 
safety program performace. 

SANITATION MANAGEMENT

Ensure that SSOP’s are tracked and 
measured consistently, and visualize 
the correlations between processes 
and materials to optimize results.

REPORTING & ANALYTICS

Why spend valuable time building 
manual spreadsheets, reports and 
charts? Corvium’s platform is delivered 
with powerful reporting and analytic 
tools that provide “always-on” access to 
the information needed. 

CONFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Compliance to FSMA regulations, and 
being prepared for inspections go 
hand-in-hand. Corvium’s platform 
delivers “always-on” compliance alert-
ing for environmental & product testing 
as well as SSOP’s.
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Integrate and manage Sanitation, Environmental Monitoring and Product Testing Data.

Properly tagging data elements is essen-
tial to ensure that the food safety, risk 
management and quality information is 
properly displayed and utilized across all 
of the CONTROL-PRO applications.

META-TAGGING

DATA COLLECTION

Food safety, quality, sanitation and com-
pliance data is locked within “data silos” 
-- typically these are individual spread-
sheets used to execute critical functions. 
Eliminate the silos and walls with Corvi-
um’s unified data collection architecture.

AGGREGATION

Food safety data is more valuable 
when combined and correlated. 
Corvium’s platform aggregates many 
data types including EMP and product 
testing results, sanitation confor-
mance, and compliance measures.

NORMALIZATION

The “secret sauce” behind Corvium’s 
groundbreaking technology -- Our CODIETM 
integration software removes the com-
plexities of dealing with the variety of data 
sources and formants across food safety, 
quality and sanitation programs.

EXPORT
Access to data for use within other 
applications is a must in today’s world. 
The Corvium Platform and Applica-
tions provide comprehensive export 
and secure data sharing capabilities.

STORAGE

The Corvium Platform is accessed 
via a secure cloud-based service. 
This eliminates drain on IT resources 
and teams and esures that data is 
accessible and actional 24 x 7 x 365.


